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Abstract

As demonstrated in recent RTE tasks and
QA-based competitions (TREC), the recog-
nition of linguistic implicatures is a crit-
ical component in any robust NLP appli-
cation. There are, however, few available
resources for recognizing event structure-
related entailments in text. In this pa-
per, we present a procedure for the semi-
automatic construction of an Event Struc-
ture Lexicon (ESL) that can be used as a
lexical resource for such tasks. The ESL is
used as a resource for a subevent markup
algorithm, called SUBEVITA, which cre-
ates an event implicature-annotated cor-
pus when embedded within the TimeML-
based TARSQI Toolkit. Such a resource
can be used independently within the RTE

task and other linguistic reasoning appli-
cations.

1 Introduction

As is well-known from the recent RTE challenge
and QA-based competition (TREC), the recogni-
tion of linguistic implicatures is a critical compo-
nent in complete understanding of a text for IE,
QA, coreference resolution, and other NLP appli-
cations. In particular, event-based implicatures
play an important role in recognizing textual in-
ferences. Event implicature here is defined as
the lexical entailment or presupposition based on
the Event Structure of event-denoting expressions
(e.g., verb, adjective, event nominal, etc.), con-
sisting of pre-state, process, and result state (post-
state) of an event1.

1We assume the conventional formal distinctions between
entailment and presupposition relations relative to an utter-
ance. Furthermore, the Event Structure is the structure com-
posed of lexically decomposed subevents of a matrix event
denoted by an event-denoting expression: Cf. (Pustejovsky,
1995; Pustejovsky, 2000) and Moens and Steedman (1988)
for a linguistic study of Event Structure.

Consider, for example, the two expressions, the
man who was killed and the dead man as used in
the following Text-Hypothesis pair (id 837) from
the RTE1 test set.

(1) Text: The Clark County medical examiner’s office said

the man who was killed was 33 years old.

Hypothesis: The Clark County medical examiner’s of-

fice put the dead man’s age at 33.

Understanding the semantic relationship between
this pair of expressions requires the recognition of
the entailment between kill and dead. The verb kill
has several entailments in the following sentence:

(2) Oswald killed Kennedy November 22, 1963.

a. Kennedy died November 22, 1963.

b. Kennedy was dead after November 22, 1963.

c. Kennedy was alive before November 22, 1963.

All event implicatures in (a-c) above are related to
the lexically encoded event structure of kill. The
killing causes dying (see table 1); be dead in (b) is
a result state (post-state) of the event; and the state
be alive in (c) is a pre-state of the killing event
being carried out.

In order to support the event implicature-based
inferencing mentioned above, we will outline the
specification and construction of a lexical resource
called the Event Structure Lexicon (ESL), which
encodes subevent predicate information for verbs.
In the example above, such a resource would be
used to identify the event kill as having three
subevents associated with different phases of the
event, where the “changes in Kennedy’s state” are
made explicit in the resulting annotation. We view
this as an additional markup on top of TimeML
(Pustejovsky et al., 2003b) procedures used for
event recognition as carried out by Evita (Saurı́ et
al., 2005). We refer to this program as SUBEVITA

(SubEvents In Text Analyzer).
This paper focuses mainly on the procedure for

automating the construction of such a resource,



what we call an Event Structure Lexicon, ESL. The
ESL is a library of context-dependent event struc-
tures for verbs consisting of: an event type; a list
of subevents; a verb class specification; a subcat-
egorization frame; and specification of semantic
roles for arguments.

The automatic construction of such a resource
involves the following steps: (1) Identify the
verb’s event type in context (its Aktionsart); (2)
Assign the appropriate event structure frame asso-
ciated with this event type; (3) Collect paraphrases
of the predicates associated with each subevent;
(4) Assemble resulting information as a structured
object for each verb.

In the sections that follow, we will first briefly
demonstrate the types of event implicature which
can be captured by subevent encoding associated
with verbs. In Section 3, we discuss how ESL can
be used to support textual entailment and we com-
pare this approach to existing lexical resources
such as WordNet, VerbNet, and FrameNet. Sec-
tion 4 describes the processing of constructing an
ESL entry. Finally, in section 5, we describe the
application of this resource in the context of an
automatic annotation algorithm, SUBEVITA.

2 Reasoning from Subevents in Text

With the use of explicit temporal and event-based
annotation such as that provided by TimeML
(Pustejovsky et al., 2003a), it is fairly easy to see
how temporal parsing can contribute to the perfor-
mance of reasoning and question answering sys-
tems. Consider, for example, the textual fragment
below:

(3) Lawrence Insurance (LI) said it acquirede1 United

Reinsurance (UR) from (USAT) for $28 million in

March, 1989.

A temporal parsing system allows one to answer
the question of when the acquisition of UR from
USAT took place, since temporal anchoring of the
event is explicitly marked. The event recognition
system, Evita, for example, marks acquired as an
EVENT and the temporal parser BLINKER identi-
fies its temporal anchoring through a TLINK with
the temporal expression in the sentence, March,
1989.

Questions involving any reasoning over the en-
tailments of this sentence, however, are not sup-
ported by TimeML and its associated parsers.
Without identification of the lexically entailed

subevents, no QA system can answer questions re-
ferring to situations before or after the event. As it
happens, the acquiring event implies the following
situations:

(4) a. LI did not own UR before March, 1989.

b. USAT owned UR before March, 1989.

c. LI owns UR starting in March, 1989.

d. USAT does not own UR starting in March, 1989.

The above sentences represent the subevents of
an acquiring event: pre-state (4a,b) and post-state
(4c,d). The subevents are themselves temporally
ordered (pre-state BEFORE post-state) and are an-
chored in more specific relations to the temporal
expression in the sentence.

The representation of subevent structure and
event implicatures as meta-data markup should
have a direct impact on RTE and QA system per-
formance. Consider the queries below:

(5) a. Q: Who owned UR before March 1989? A: USAT

b. Q: Who owned UR after March 1989? A: LI

The entailed subevents are anchored in a timeline
by temporal ordering between the subevents and
time.

As with other change-of-state verbs, the repre-
sentation of subevents and their predicates is also
crucial for reasoning about the effects of move-
ment verbs. Consider the text fragment below.

(6) a. After John arrived at the hotel in the morning,

b. he left for climbing.

Focusing on the verbs arrive and leave, we can as-
sume that the subevents relevant for event-based
inference include classic “ramification frames”
such as those shown below:

(7) ARRIVE:

se1: pre-state: not be at(John, the hotel)

se2: process: arriving(John, the hotel)

se3: post-state: be at(John, the hotel)

(8) LEAVE:

se1: pre-state: be at(John, source)

se2: process: leaving(John, source)

se3: post-state: not be at(John, source)

From the entailed subevents associated with the
two path motion predicates in the text above, it is
inferrable that: John was not at the hotel, moved
to the hotel, was at the hotel, left the hotel, and fi-
nally, is not at the hotel. Closure over the events



and temporal orderings essentially allows one to
infer a general path of John’s movement from rea-
soning with the subevent annotation.

Finally, similar remarks hold for inferences
made due to event structure-related entailments in
change-possession events such as buy in (9); for
example, identifying the antecedent to the NP the
owner in (10).

(9) BUY:

se1: pre-state: not [own, possess, have](John, a house)

se2: process: buying(John, a house)

se3: post-state: [own, possess, have](John, a house)

(10) a. John bought a house last year.

b. The owner said that he will sell it next month.

3 Previous Work

The results of the recent RTE task demonstrate that
the amount of lexical and background knowledge
a system is able to exploit is one of the most signif-
icant factors in the performance of a deep entail-
ment system (Bar-Haim et al., 2006; Giampiccolo
and Magnini, 2007). Further, as demonstrated
above, deep knowledge of the implicatures associ-
ated with events in a text can be of great use in rea-
soning tasks. But, without the effort of manually
encoding such a lexicon, such a resource must be
created from existing databases or machine learn-
ing processing over large corpora.

Many RTE systems rely on WordNet, FrameNet,
and VerbNet (Burchardt et al., 2008; Pazienza et
al., 2006). WordNet (Miller, 1995) allows for
some limited inferencing capabilities, but is lim-
ited by a lack of any reference to subevents or
subpredicates of events. Some groups have used
FrameNet (Biker et al., 1998) for the RTE task,
but the result is not significantly better than sim-
ple lexical overlap (Burchardt and Pennacchiotti,
2008). One of the possible reasons is the dearth of
knowledge about event entailment (e.g. kill −→
die).

VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler, 2005), a hierarchical
verb lexicon based on Levin’s classes, has gath-
ered recent attention within the reasoning task
community. Verbs of each class in VerbNet share
syntactic frames, thematic roles, and selectional
restrictions. Semantic predicates are added to
each class to better describe its semantic behav-
iors. It is, however, not complete or consis-
tent as a representation of the event structure of

a verb. In one recent study, for example, Zae-
nen et al. (2008) attempt to mine VerbNet to cre-
ate consistent event structures for motion verbs
in English. They demonstrate that only 28 out
of 60 change of location verb classes have a se-
mantic representation using Source or Destination
(Goal) labels in the role names, even though these
verbs are typically modeled linguistically as hav-
ing Source and Goal. To overcome such short-
comings, Palmer et. al. (2009) suggest linking the
VerbNet classes to an ontology where such infer-
ence rules can be associated with specific nodes in
the hierarchy. This idea is similar to that presented
here, in that ESL introduces hierarchical verb class
structuring.

Still, one problem that remains is contextu-
alized ambiguity of verb senses when modi-
fied by adjunct phrases, as with the ambigu-
ity of motion verbs triggered by their combina-
tion with prepositions. For example, the verb
run in the sentence John ran fast is an activ-
ity verb which has only a process subevent (run-
ning(John)). On the other hand, it changes its
verb class into a change of location class as an
accomplishment with a preposition as in John
ran into the store. As a result, the verb
run has 3 subevents: pre-state (not be at(John,
the store)), process (running(John)), and post-
state (be at(John, the store)). Hence, disambigua-
tion of motion verbs is dependent on their adjunct
composition with prepositional phrases and parti-
cles.

4 Building Subevent Structures

As mentioned in the previous section, using ex-
isting lexical resources such as Wordnet or Verb-
Net to create subevent lexical frames for verbs
is not in itself an adequate solution. In this sec-
tion, we describe a semi-automated procedure for
constructing a lexicon of event-based implicatures
(ESL) using a combination of corpora and lexical
resources. For each verb, this involves the follow-
ing steps:

(11) a. Identify the “event type in context” (the
contextualized Aktionsart);
b. Assign the appropriate subevent structure
frame associated with this event type;
c. Collect paraphrases of the predicates asso-
ciated with each subevent;
d. Assemble resulting information as a struc-
tured object for each verb into ESL.



The first task is “Event Type Identification”,
which is to identify the aspectual class of each
verb as it occurs in context in text. It has long
been acknowledged that aspectual class and event
structure are important attributues for verb behav-
ior and semantics (Vendler, 1967; Dowty, 1979;
Pustejovsky, 1995), yet recognizing the aspectual
class of a verb in context has proven difficult (Kla-
vans and Chodorow, 1992). Recently, however,
Zarcone and Lenci (2008) demonstrate that robust
automatic event type (Aktionsart) classification is
possible.

The event type of a verb occurrence is deter-
mined by the complex interaction among differ-
ent features such as the verb’s argument structure,
its aspect, the definiteness and plurality of its ar-
guments, frequency and genericity marking, and
so on (Zarcone and Lenci, 2008). For example,
the progressive aspect cancels the result state of a
lexically-marked accomplishment event and thus
changes its event type to a process (e.g. build:
transition; be building: process).

Following Zarcone and Lenci (2008), verb oc-
currences in the corpus are manually annotated
with their proper event types. Then, Maximum
Entropy classifiers are applied and trained on the
corpus. We modify the classifier slightly, however,
to match our task. First, event type is simplified to
a three-way distinction of process, state, and tran-
sition, with no distinction between achievement
and accomplishment since their basic event struc-
ture frames are the same: pre-state, process, and
post-state.2 Further, we do not consider modality
or negation as linguistic features.

Once an event type is identified, an event struc-
ture frame (ESF) is assigned for that verb’s se-
mantic class. We assume that (i) verb occurrences
are classified into verb classes, and (ii) each verb
class has its own proper event structure frame. We
present the context-dependent verb class and their
event structure frames for the verbs WALK, BE-
LIEVE, GIVE, and KILL in table 2.

We assume a model of event structure as pre-
sented in Generative Lexicon (GL) (Pustejovsky,
1995) and further developed in (Pustejovsky,
2000). The event structure frame in GL is a rep-
resentation associated with a verb where the pred-

2Some semantic distinctions between accomplishments
and achievements are obviously of importance to subsequent
linguistic reasoning, but both classes are subject to the “im-
perfective paradox”, and as a result the distinction can be ig-
nored for most inference.

icative content is decomposed into subevents and
their temporal ordering, along with headedness.
The basic event types are: process, state, and
transition (achievement and accomplishment). A
transition consists of pre-state, process, and result
state (post-state). We use the information for our
system.

The event structure for a verb is determined
contextually in text. For example, the man-
ner of motion verb run is lexically a process verb
(e.g. John walked quickly). However, it changes
into the change of location verb class in a context
such as The student walked into the store, which
has the three subevents associated with a transi-
tion.

The verb classes and subclasses are based on
the Brandeis Semantic Ontology, BSO (Puste-
jovsky et al., 2006a). Each of the subclasses
has its own event structure frame assigned. The
upper level verb class consists of: process,
state, change of location, change of possession, and
change of state. All classes except for state have
their corresponding causation verb classes. Each
of these, in turn, may have subclasses. Specif-
ically, the change of location class can be divided
into from source, to goal, from source to goal, etc.,
which are being developed in the broader context
of modeling motion in language (Pustejovsky and
Moszkowicz, 2008).

After the assignment of an event structure frame
to a verb, we compile paraphrases for the predi-
cates associated with each subevent in the event
structure. That is, how are the different phases of
the event expressed lexically in the language? For
this step, we utilize the lexical resources of Word-
Net and Extended WordNet.

For paraphrasing, we distinguish two pred-
icative classes: closed domain and open do-
main. Closed domain predicates are verbs
falling into semantic classes with generally
well-defined predications associated with the
subevents. This includes, for example, the verb
classes change of location and change of possession.
The event structure frame for the former class is
shown below, where pred is the verb assigned to
the class:

(12) pred:change of location(x,y)

se1: pre-state: not be in(x,y)

se2: process: pred-ing(x,y)

se3: post-state: be in(x,y)



Text kill(x,y)
ETC transition
V Class change of state
Subclass destruction
ESF se1: pre-state: not be pred-pp(y)

se2: process: pred-ing(x,y)
se3: post-state: be pred-pp(y)

Paraphrase se1: pre-state: not be killed, [alive, living](y)
ArgLink se2: process: [kill, causing to die, causing to decrease, causing to perish, causing to pass away, causing to expire, exterminating](x,y)

se3: post-state: be [died, deceased, perished, passed away, expired, dead](y)

Table 1: Example of Event Structure Lexicon Entry

Verb Event Type Lexical class Contextual class subclass ESF Example
WALK process process process process se1:pred-ing We walked aerobically
WALK transition process change of loc to goal se1: not be at We walked to the store

se2: pred-ing
se3: be at

from source se1: be at He walked from the park
se2: pred-ing
se3: not be at

from source to goal se1: be at He walked from home to school
se2: not be at
se3: pred-ing
se4: not be at
se5: be at

two side path se1: be at start point John walked across the room
se2: pred-ing
se3: be at end point

BELIEVE state state state psych state se1: pred I believe you can do it
GIVE transition change of pos change of pos transfer possession se1:pre-state: possess She gave me an extra pillow

se2:pre-state: not possess
se3:process: pred-ing
se4:process: being pred-pp
se5:post-state: not possess
se6:post-state: possess

GIVE process change of pos process process se1: pred-ing She gave a scream of delight
KILL transition change of state change of state destruction se1: not be pred-pp They killed at least 40 people

se2: pred-ing
se3: being pred-pp

KILL transition change of state state state se1: pred Stress kills

Table 2: Event Type, Verb Class, and Event Structure Frame

For example, identifying the verb drive as a
change of location verb generates the closed do-
main ESL entry shown below:

(13) drive in John drove to Boston

se1: pre-state: not be in(x,y)

se2: process: driving(x,y)

se3: post-state: be in(x,y)

Given this basic ESL in (13), the only paraphrases
available involve synonyms for the se2 predicate,
driving, such as going and traveling.

Open domain predicates include verbs in the
large change of state class, where there are few if
any general predications associated with subevents
in the event structure. The event structure frame
associated with such a class is shown in (14) with
an example for the verb die in (15).3

3As pointed out by one reviewer, it might be possible
to further define the subclasses of open domain predicates,
thereby allowing them to have closed domain behavior. That

(14) pred:change of state(x)

se1: pre-state: not be pred-pp(x)

se2: process: pred-ing(x)

se3: post-state: be pred-pp(x)

(15) die in The plants died.

se1: pre-state: not have died(x)

se2: process: dying(x)

se3: post-state: have died(x)

After a verb is identified with a particular open
domain verb class, paraphrases are generated
for each subevent in the event structure frame.
For example, for se1, not have died, we generate
not dead, alive, and so forth. Similarly, for se3,
have died, we generate not alive and dead. Thus, all
predicates of the subevents are lexically enriched
through paraphrasing with the help of various re-
sources such as WordNet.
is, one could distinguish between degree-change, creation,
and destruction predicates more specifically. We are cur-
rently pursuing this possibility.



The last step involves compiling the extracted
event structure frames of verb occurrences into the
ESL. Table 3 shows the ESL for the verb acquire
in (8), compared with the semantic frame of ob-
tain in VerbNet4. As we see in the next section,
SUBEVITA uses the ESL as a lexical resource for
markup of SUBEVENT tags.

5 Annotating Text with ESL

Using the ESL as a reference library, a subevent an-
notation algorithm called SUBEVITA is now able to
annotate an EVENT-tagged corpus such as Time-
Bank with SUBEVENT tags to represent the event
structure frames of EVENT-tagged expressions.
SUBEVITA takes text that has been processed by a
temporal parsing systems such as TTK (Verhagen
and Pustejovsky, 2008), with EVENT and TIMEX3
tags explicitly annotated, and generates the ap-
propriate subevent tags for each event. We can
think of SUBEVENT tagging as a general, domain-
independent meta-data enrichment of text, which
can be exploited by diverse NLP applications,
such as RTE, QA, and other such tasks. We will
not elaborate on SUBEVITA here, but the output of
this process is illustrated below, with a text frag-
ment containing the verb acquire.

(16) LI saide1 ita1 acquirede2 URa2 from USATa3 for $28

million in March, 1989t1.

< EVENT eid=”e2” class=”OCCURRENCE” tense=”PAST”

aspect=”NONE” polarity=”POS> acquired </EVENT>

<TIMEX3 tid=”t1” type=”DATE” value=”1989-03”>

March, 1989 </TIMEX3>

Evita annotates acquired with an EVENT tag and
assigns the appropriate attribute-value pairs. Ac-
cording to its ESL entry, the verb acquire has
five subevents and thus SUBEVITA inserts five
SUBEVENT tags as meta-data markup, based on
the ESL in Table 3.
<SUBEVENT seid=”se1” partOf=”e2” />

<SUBEVENT seid=”se2” partOf=”e2” />

<SUBEVENT seid=”se3” partOf=”e2” />

<SUBEVENT seid=”se4” partOf=”e2” />

<SUBEVENT seid=”se5” partOf=”e2” />

SUBEVITA connects the appropriate arguments of
the verb in text with SUBEVENTs via ARGLINK

tags (Pustejovsky et al., 2006b). The resulting
meta-data annotation of this text now enables the

4VerbNet shows the semantic frame of obtain for the verb
class which acquire belongs to.

inferencing capabilities mentioned in Sections 1
and 2 above. That is, entailments and questions
referring to the subevent implicatures of the trans-
action can now be addressed, by virtue of the ex-
plicit representation of these events in the annota-
tion through the ESL.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a procedure for semi-
automating the construction of an Event Struc-
ture Lexicon (ESL) that can be used as a lexical
resource for inference-related tasks in NLP. The
ESL is used as a resource for a subevent markup
algorithm, called SUBEVITA, which creates an
event implicature-annotated corpus when embed-
ded within the TimeML-based TARSQI Toolkit.
Such a resource can be used independently within
the RTE task and other language reasoning ap-
plications. The present work is obviously pro-
grammatic and is still in development. Some of
the risks and uncertainties in the above technique
include: overgeneration of paraphrases for each
subevent predicate; misclassification of the event
type in context; and misclassification of the verb
class, due to lexical ambiguity. These are matters
we hope to address in the near future.
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